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Introduction
“Human dignity plays a huge role in achieving
amazing people outcomes in CX.”
– Mark Mitchell
I was blessed some 15 years ago when I led the customer experience leadership
eﬀorts during my corporate career at American Airlines to meet and work with an
amazing person in Donna Hicks of Harvard University. I was also privileged to
partner with key leaders at the Overland Resource Group during that same
journey.
What they taught me about human dignity and the role it plays in achieving
amazing people outcomes in the areas of employee engagement and employee
commitment are lessons I won’t forget and have been applying in each of my
leadership roles since.
I was also blessed to surround myself with partners and thought leaders from
which to learn. From those experiences, I have found the clear and direct
connection between employee commitment and business outcomes (including
your customer experience!).

Key takeaways
For the CFO’s
Maybe the most important business outcomes are improved productivity, lower
costs & enhanced customer experience - all achievable with minimal
investment!

For Corporate Leaders in general
Nearly every focus area that follows is “COVID-proof”!
That is, they worked pre-COVID and from my lens there are no barriers for
incorporating them now as you seek to drive improved business results for your
enterprise.

For CX Leaders
5 key areas of focus that, when done thoughtfully and with intentionality, can
deliver continuous improvement across all touch points in your Customer
Journey Map and in your CX execution and delivery!

How do I know it works?
In my last corporate role, I was asked to create and lead the HR shared services
team for American Airlines to deliver HR business & digital transformation for the
company, to build a shared services team to drive support to the people team and
aid in creating the new employee experience. Just before I retired from that role in
October 2019 the following data points had become clear:
- We had achieved on the most recent Employee Survey in the Fall of 2019 a
91% Engagement Score from our 110+ person HR Shared Services team
- We had achieved a 36% HRIS operating cost reduction over the 2 years
since our HR Transformation Go-Live to SAP SuccessFactors
- We had successfully completed the largest and most complex (at the time)
Digital Go-Live that SAP SuccessFactors had ever delivered, and we brought
new business enablement with that journey to the newly merged American
Airlines-US Airways team.
Going back just a few years prior when I was leading the internal team focused on
re-invigorating the American Airlines CX results, we achieved during my team’s
leadership a 5+ point improvement in our Net Promoter Scores and Likelihood
to Recommend Scores from our Customers. The plan indeed worked by
engaging and leading our employees ﬁrst in that journey.
I have also watched very closely, a Dallas based competitor airline who under the
leadership of Herb Kelleher, Colleen Barrett and now Gary Kelly has produced
some 35 years of incredible positive results for employees, customers, and
shareholders. Also, think Disney, Ritz-Carlton, Nordstrom’s, Starbucks, Chick-ﬁl-a,
Best Buy, Hyatt Hotels, more. Yes, it works!

“85% of my time is spent ensuring that our
employees are happy, so they can spend
100% of their time on making our customers
happy, which creates results that make our
shareholders happy.”
– Colleen Barrett

What were those key ingredients to drive employee
commitment and how did we apply them to achieve
our fantastic business outcomes?
The 5 ingredients:
• We applied an approach with our employees based on the 7 Levers of Employee
Commitment that was built on a foundation of human dignity (the secret ingredient!)
• We engaged leaders from the CEO to the front lines in everything we did
• We created clarity on our North Star (Our customer blueprint and our employee
blueprint) to gain alignment across the organization
• We built playbooks to ensure the most relevant components of delivering our work
were documented, included best practices, and shared broadly
• We developed employee recognition programs to acknowledge success

Ingredient 1: The 7 Levers of Employee Commitment
While the details behind the 7 Levers are extensive and the work required to gain
enterprise alignment and understanding is too much for this paper to undertake, I
have shared an overview below of what those 7 Levers are intended to accelerate.
Just as you push the accelerator in your car to go faster, it has also been proven
that by pushing these levers, businesses can achieve faster and more eﬀective
outcomes in areas of focus including customer experience. To further set the
stage, when budgets are tight, investing in leadership requires much less of those
precious dollars vs. bringing in entire customer service organizations to educate
and train.
Employees are constantly judging their relationship between themselves and the
company. In fact, employees’ judgments in 7 core areas signiﬁcantly inﬂuence their
level of commitment and their willingness to spend discretionary energy for the
good of the enterprise. In practical terms, these are those judgements and
resulting opportunity to respond thoughtfully as leaders:
1. Inclusion & recognition: Do I feel included, respected, and appreciated/
recognized?
2. Job design: Is my job is signiﬁcant and well-structured?
3. Empowerment: Do I have the resources, support, and authority to do my job
well and the ability to inﬂuence decisions that aﬀect my work?
4. Supervisor-Employee interaction: Do my supervisor and I support each
other?
5. Outcome fairness: Does my company distribute rewards and consequences
fairly and appropriately?
6. Process fairness: Are our processes transparent, fair and just, and give
people a “voice”?
7. Organizational membership: Am I am proud of this company and my part in
it?

When actions are applied thoughtfully and regularly against those 7 Judgements,
the visible outcomes can be seen in these areas.

Commitment is:

“the extent to which employees thrive at work and choose to spend their
discretionary energy for the good of themselves, their fellow workers, their
customers, and the enterprise”

Signs of commitment
• A willingness to embrace change
• High energy
• Going the extra distance for the customer and each other
• An understanding how individual eﬀort and performance contribute to the
whole
• Being personally accountable
• Being fully present in every task and interaction
• Using resources wisely
• Involvement in the life of the organization and the community
• Promoting your company as a good place for good people

Ingredient 2: Engaged Leaders
An aligned organization around this approach founded on Human Dignity is a
must. And when achieved, leaders begin to behave diﬀerently and ask questions to
arrive at business initiatives in a very thoughtful way. One clear example of those
new questions and actions is illustrated by the chart below. Leaders who want to
drive employee commitment to higher levels can change the conversations with
these simple litmus questions:
• What workgroups are most obviously aﬀected by this decision? How are
they likely to view this decision? What about less obvious workgroups?
• What will be the speciﬁc impact of this decision on employees or
workgroups? Will they think it fair? How will it impact their dignity and
sense of professional identity?
• Does this decision ﬁt ‘involve before deciding’, ‘discuss before
implementing’ or ‘share before announcing’? Are we taking an approach
that is correctly aligned with I-D-S?
• How have we provided opportunities for employees to provide feedback
on this decision or its implementation?
• How are we ensuring that the necessary context, information, tools, and
other supporting infrastructure are being made available and understood
eﬀectively?
• What are potential unintended consequences of this decision?
• How has or might this decision impact our employees’ willingness to
recommend our Company as a place to work?

To be clear, the same decisions might be made once the questions have been
debated and addressed. Or it may alter the outcomes. It is important to know that
often times the same decision can drive better employee acceptance if these
Litmus Question lead to a better communication strategy as a result or even a
more thoughtful implementation strategy to gain buy in and understanding.
Beyond the litmus questions, the customer experience leadership team (our team)
gained buy-in and commitment for governance across the company to ensure a
regular cadence of discussion.
Those forums included bi-weekly 90 minute C-Suite sessions, a monthly Oﬃcer
level Steering Committee, an Employee Advisory Council of employees
representing our key Customer facing teams, and most importantly 250+ local
engagement teams to drive local and corporate initiatives as well as sharing of
best practices. Once employee advocacy is on the rise, so too will your Customer
Advocacy begin to rise.

Ingredient 3: Clarity on your North Star
(or brand proposition)
Many corporations are good at this piece, at least on the customer proposition
that they wish to deliver. It is equally critical to ensure that your employee
proposition is at least as good as the customer one. Your customer experience
externally will only be as good as your employee experience internally. Are you
making it “easy for your employees to do business with the company”? Are
employees able to “easily navigate your service center and your HR systems”? Are
employees “getting their answers to questions” and “getting their business done
without frustration”?
A proven approach is to develop journey maps for both the customer and
employee journeys to ensure all touch points are designed thoughtfully to achieve
your business outcomes.

Ingredient 4: Building Playbooks
The creation of Playbooks is essential to ensuring a sustainable, predictable, and
repeatable experience. For our HRIS team along our Business & Digital
Transformation, we did in fact build playbooks for each of our unique teams
(Payroll, HRIS, Beneﬁts, System Administrators, Compensation, Team Member
Service Center, Employee Data Governance and Management, more). Those were
focused on the employee experience internally. For the customer experience
endeavors we did same for our largest stations and customer focused
departments; and encouraged similar approaches for the smaller to medium size
airport stations. Playbooks are a key ingredient without question to the execution
phase of customer service delivery. It is also helpful to know that Playbooks
require only small investments and can deliver improved productivity and reduce
error rates during CX delivery.

Ingredient 5: Employee recognition programs
To have eﬀective employee recognition programs, one must ﬁrst have an
organization focused on measuring success with key metrics and KPI’s. Those
must be measured, communicated, and shared broadly to everyone so it is clear
how you want the Customer to see you and how you will measure success.
Those metrics can (in most cases) be tied directly to recognition and reward
programs to drive behavior change for the good. An important distinction too is
that Team Awards are as important as Individual recognition. At American
Airlines, we did just that and we called our biggest and most fun Program the
Customer Cup. Each quarter there were 5 winners and at the end of the year a
Grand Winner.

When the winning stations were announced, a C-Suite leader

would arrive in the city for a local celebration and of course carrying the Quarterly
Customer Cup (mirrored after the NHL Stanley Cup) with the station engraved.
The Cup would stay in the station for the team to share and celebrate until the
next winners were announced.

Not only was this an opportunity to share success for those driving the most
continuous improvement, it was an opportunity for the C-Suite to visit the front
line operations and interact with the teams to share, listen and learn. Leaders can
invest to build robust reward and recognition programs, but for those who do not
have the funds to invest, the largest number of interactions and often most
eﬀective ones with recognition are FREE!

Leveraging these practices in a post COVID- 19 world
Without question, COVID-19 has changed many things about our customer and
employee experiences and how we as leaders need to think about them.
• The 7 Levers of Commitment are “COVID Proof”. That is, they may be more
critical now than ever as our team faces disruption and our customer
expectations change. They should be applicable for leaders to use whether your
company is thriving, reviving, or focused on survival. Ensuring employees’ voices
are heard and they are included is essential. And the new job design that has
likely evolved is a must to ensure it gets done right for your customers’ beneﬁt.
• Engagement is likely more relevant now. Employees want/need to hear
from leaders from the CEO down to their direct supervisor on a regular basis.
• If your North Star is still clear and relevant you are in a good place. If your
business has changed or evolved with customer service delivery or even
products, then there is no better time to update it for internal alignment as you
move forward.
• All businesses have been impacted by changes resulting from the virus.
This is where Playbooks come in to ensure the new regulations, new safety
protocols, new service delivery methods and anything else are documented
and shared across the enterprise for ensuring that customers get what they
expect from you in a repeatable, predictable manner.
• Employees want and need to feel valued and appreciated right now. In
many cases their lives (in and out of work) have been disrupted signiﬁcantly.
While under your care, ensuring a regular cadence of recognition is key. Even a
simple “thank you”, “I appreciate you” or “you’re being a good listener” goes a
long way.

Conclusion
So much of what we can do to move the dial on business outcomes is common
sense. I believe the “5 Key Ingredients to Customer Experience Enablement”
oﬀered here ﬁt that criteria well. To achieve those successful outcomes for your
business, they do, however, take work and a thoughtful approach to delivering
against each one (not just 1 or 2 of them) over the long term. No better time than
the present to get started.
Taking a “Do Now”, “Do Next”, “Do Later” approach to prioritizing these ingredients
and baking them in to your CX has the opportunity as 2021 approaches to take
everything you do with your employees and, as a result, your customers to new
heights in excellence. I promise!
Good luck on your journey.

Stop Press!
At TribeCX, we have built a mapping tool that we are now oﬀering for FREE as
organizations seek to embark on those critical “Do Now”, “Do Next”, “Do Later”
lists of priorities. We have already begun to build components into the Mapping
Tool to address the COVID risk elements. We’d love for you to leverage this tool
so we can not only aid in building and documenting your new CX journey, but
also to enhance the robustness with your input of our own tool from which
others will beneﬁt.

To contact us, please go to

www.tribecx.com
( October 2020 )
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